T cells redirected by a CD3ζ chimeric antigen receptor can establish self-antigen-specific tumour protection in the long term.
A majority of cancer deaths are because of an uncontrolled relapse of the disease despite initial remission after therapy, asking for strategies to control tumour cells in the long term. Adoptive therapy with chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-redirected T cells showed promising success in primary tumour elimination; the capacity of such engineered T cells to establish enduring tumour protection is currently a matter of discussion, in particular as most targeted 'tumour-associated antigens' are self-antigens. To address the issue in a clinically relevant model that closely mimics the human situation, we recorded rejection of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)-positive pancreatic tumours in the CEA transgenic mouse that expressed CEA as self-antigen in healthy cells of the gastrointestinal tract. Adoptive therapy with CD8(+) T cells, which were redirected by a CEA-specific, low-affinity CAR with CD3ζ endodomain, eliminated CEA(+) tumours in a primary response; cured mice produced an efficient recall response in the long term towards CEA(+) tumour cells upon rechallenge. Secondary tumour rejection was CEA specific, mediated by engineered T cells and did not require host T cells. No toxicity towards healthy tissues with CEA expression was recorded. Data indicate that adoptive therapy with engineered T cells can establish self-antigen-specific tumour protection in the long term without autoimmunity.